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The term "medieval martial arts" conjures images of armoured knights wielding sword, lance, and axe. While the image is correct,
at the foundation of knightly combat was a sophisticated form of close quarter combat, centered on fighting with-and against-the
dagger, a deadly weapon of both self-defense and last resort.In Mastering the Art of Arms, Volume One: The Medieval Dagger,
Guy Windsor presents a complete guide to the principles and practice of Italian dagger combat, as set down in Il Fior di Battaglia a
manuscript written in 1410. Readers are guided step-by-step through the process of mastering this six hundred year old art, from
choosing a dagger to striking with it; from guard positions to steps and turns; from disarms to locks and takedowns; from safe
falling practice to formal drills, and finally pressure testing their skills with sparring.Both a primer on the art and a methodology for
on-going training, this book will give the complete novice a solid starting point, while providing useful drills and ideas for advanced
martial artists. Those who study other traditional knife arts, and modern military combatives, will find many familiar techniques
present in this ancient system.
“[A] remarkable how-to . . . offers freeze-frame instructions on medieval martial arts using swords, shields, poleaxes, daggers and
wrestling” (Publishers Weekly). Written by German fencing master Hans Talhoffer in 1467, this book illustrates the intricacies of
the medieval art of fighting, covering both the “judicial duel” (an officially sanctioned fight to resolve a legal dispute) and personal
combat. Combatants in the Middle Ages used footwork, avoidance, and the ability to judge and manipulate timing and distance to
exploit and enhance the sword’s inherent cutting and thrusting capabilities. These skills were supplemented with techniques for
grappling, wrestling, kicking and throwing the opponent, as well as disarming him by seizing his weapon. Every attack contained a
defense and every defense a counterattack. Talhoffer reveals the techniques for wrestling, unarmored fighting with the long sword,
poleaxe, dagger, sword and buckler, and mounted combat. This unparalleled guide to medieval combat, illustrated with 268
contemporary images, provides a glimpse of real people fighting with skill, sophistication and ruthlessness. This is one of the most
popular and influential manuals of its kind. “This superb treatise, amply illustrated, provides valuable insight into the real world of
medieval combat. Magnificent!” —Books Monthly
Ever wonder how good you’d be with a sword? This book is for you. Do love movie sword fights? Learn how real sword fights
work. Are you into stage combat? Add depth with historically accurate technique. You’re a bad uncle looking for a present for your
niece? Get her this book, though her parents might hate you. Or do you just like swords? If you’ve ever wanted to turn your sword
dreams into reality, then this book is for you. Anyone can learn the medieval Art of the longsword. This book will give you a
thorough grounding in the techniques and tactics from the 600-year-old manuscript Il Fior di Battaglia, and includes free access to
additional resources such as videos and full-sized images, to help you translate the movements from page to real life. Sure, it’s a
600-year old manuscript, but you know what? People who studied this manuscript lived. Why not stick with something that works?
The Medieval Longsword covers everything you need to know from tools of the trade, to footwork, strikes and defences, to how to
exploit your adversary’s mistakes, and how to disarm your opponent. This complete and approachable guide to the Art of Arms
provides a gateway to a world-wide community of likeminded people also practicing this historical martial art. Whether you’re an
absolute beginner or a competent fencer, this book by author and internationally renowned swordsman Guy Windsor will guide you
towards mastery of this ancient Art.
The reconstruction of highly efficient and deadly medieval fighting systems has seen a popular resurgence as students recreate
these arts through structured martial arts training and then test their skills in competitive tournaments. Brian R. Price, Principale for
one of the largest martial arts / historical fighting schools and author of the immensely popular Techniques of Medieval Armour
Reproduction, presents the first English-language book focused solely on the astounding swordsmanship of the late 14th century
swordmaster, Fiore dei Liberi. In the Fior di Battaglia the old master recorded an integrated fighting system that includes grappling,
work with and against a dagger, baton, the sword in one and two hands, spear and poleaxe, in and out of armour, on foot and on
horseback. This system, based on a set of simple principles, is as effective as any martial arts system since devised. Sword in
Two Hands distills this system through the use of the hand-and-a-half sword using a proven, logical, systematic approach
integrating modern training techniques. The book includes drills and more than 700 color photographs.
This book builds on the foundation laid in The Medieval Longsword, and teaches you how to train Fiore dei Liberi’s Art of Arms, as
shown in his 1410 manuscript ll Fior di Battaglia. Renowned swordsman and author Guy Windsor explains three of the longsword
forms that are used every day in The School of European Swordsmanship: The Cutting Drill, The Farfalla di Ferro, and The
Longsword Syllabus Form. Each form is explained step by step and application by application, with abundant photographs and
images from Fiore’s manuscript. Guy takes you through each step first as a pair drill, then as part of the form, then as a starting
point for further training, or for further research into Il Fior di Battaglia. Within these pages you will find in-depth instructions and
analysis, dozens of tips for how to improve your skills, and enough material for years of study.
Featuring more than 40 beautiful illustrations, this stunning work presents one of the world’s most influential fencing treatises.
Ridolfo Capo Ferro was a legend in his own lifetime. His intricate instructions were emulated throughout a Europe bewitched by
this grace and style and are a window into his mastery of swordsmanship. This updated edition includes a new introduction and a
revised glossary with many technical terms now translated. Additionally, a modernized translation makes it easier for the reader to
understand Capo Ferro's intention. Capo Ferro begins by examining the rapier in detail – its component parts and their suitability –
before discussing the actual use. He details the timing and distance needed to control your adversary, while looking at defensive
aspects such as the guards, parries and the importance of quick footwork. He also covers using the rapier with auxiliary weapons
such as the dagger, cloak and shield. Presented by fencing master Jared Kirby, this handsome volume is a vital historical record
and essential reading for any historical swordfighter, student of martial arts or military historian.
This is the first book to address the gap in the literature linking the physical culture of the ancient world with the beginnings of
modern sport, this original book traces the history of the evolution of a variety of sport, games and physical education from
450-1650AD across Western Europe. Drawing on primary sources, this book takes a thematic approach, looking at the changing
nature of geopolitical structures, educational systems, religious institutions and the practice of warfare and medicine and goes on
to trace the disappearance of ancient physical culture with its gymnasia, gladiators and chariot races, the invention of a new
physical culture based on chivalry around 1000AD, the transformation of that culture in the Renaissance, and its disappearance
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around 1650 under the influences of new science. Offering a new and original perspective on the relationship between sport and
society, this unique study will be of great interest to all historians of sport and culture.
Armizare ("the Art of Arms") was the name the warriors of medieval Italy gave to their martial art, which included the wielding of
sword, axe and spear with wrestling, knife-fighting and mounted combat. In the waning years of the 14th century, Fiore dei Liberi
was a famed master of this art, whose students included some of the most renowned and dangerous fighting men of his day.
Toward the end of his life, Master Fiore preserved his teachings in a series of illustrated manuscripts, four of which have survived
to the present day, and have become the basis of a world-wide effort to reconstruct this lost martial art. However, because
medieval books were written for an audience with different expectations than the modern readers "how-to" manuals, today's
students often have trouble understanding the old swordsman's choices in including, omitting or organizing information as he did.
They may see that fighting art was a system, but lack the background to see the systematic instruction of the book itself. In
Armizare: The Chivalric Martial Arts System of il Fior di Battaglia, Robert Charrette brings together his experiences as a martial
artist and respected 14th century living historian with his skills as a professional author graphic artist to not only take readers on a
walking tour of Master Fiore's manuscripts, but into the mindset behind its creation. More than just an interpretation of an old
book's contents, this is a tool-kit that reveals Fiore dei Liberi's brilliance as not just a fighter, but as martial arts teacher. Whether a
long-time student, a newcomer to the art or a more academic devote of the medieval warrior and his craft, readers will find
themselves educated and entertained as a door is opened into another time and place - the training hall of the medieval knight.
The Flower of Battle is Colin Hatcher's translation of Fiore dei Liberi's art of combat from the early 15th century. The work included
high-resolution images and English text laid out in the manner of the original.
In From Medieval Manuscript to Modern Practice, renowned historical swordsman Guy Windsor demystifies one of the greatest
martial arts books of all time, Fiore dei Liberi's Il Fior di Battaglia (The Flower of Battle). In the late 14th century dei Liberi, an
Italian knightly combat master, wrote Il Fior di Battaglia (The Flower of Battle). This magnificent, illustrated manuscript described
how to fight on foot and on horseback, in armour and without, with sword, spear, pollax, dagger, or with no weapon at all. Windsor
spent the last twenty years studying Fiore's work and creating a modern practice of historical swordsmanship from it. In this book,
Windsor takes you through all of Fiore's longsword techniques on foot without armour. Each technique (or “play”) is shown with
the drawing from the treatise, Windsor's transcription and translation of the text, his commentary on how it fits into the system and
works in practice, and a link to a video of the technique in action. The book also contains a detailed introduction describing Fiore's
life and times, and extensive discussion of the contexts in which Fiore's art belongs. From Medieval Manuscript to Modern Practice
is essential reading for all martial artists and historians of the medieval and early Renaissance.
This volume offers an intriguing look into the world of late medieval martial arts, from wrestling to swordsmanship and to the subtle
tricks that could be employed when jousting on horseback. Using exceptional pen drawings (with gold leaf highlights) the book
features some of the most interesting abstracts from Fior di Battaglia (The Flower of Battle), a manuscript by the renowned Italian
fencing master Fiore dei Liberi depicting the knightly arts of fighting. The copy in the collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum,
created in the early 15th-century, is the finest and most complete manuscript to survive. Offering detailed visual documentation of
Fiore's techniques coupled with the author's genius for explaining sophisticated methods of offense and defence, the manuscript
provides a comprehensive record of the skills by which men lived and died in the Middle Ages.
In From Medieval Manuscript to Modern Practice, renowned historical swordsman Guy Windsor demystifies one of the greatest
martial arts books of all time, Fiore dei Liberi's Il Fior di Battaglia (The Flower of Battle). In the late 14th century dei Liberi, an
Italian knightly combat master, wrote Il Fior di Battaglia (The Flower of Battle). This magnificent, illustrated manuscript described
how to fight on foot and on horseback, in armour and without, with sword, spear, pollax, dagger, or with no weapon at all. Windsor
spent the last twenty years studying Fiore's work and creating a modern practice of historical swordsmanship from it. In this book,
Windsor takes you through all of Fiore's longsword techniques on foot without armour. Each technique (or "play") is shown with the
drawing from the treatise, Windsor's transcription and translation of the text, his commentary on how it fits into the system and
works in practice, and a link to a video of the technique in action. The book also contains a detailed introduction describing Fiore's
life and times, and extensive discussion of the contexts in which Fiore's art belongs. From Medieval Manuscript to Modern Practice
is essential reading for all martial artists and historians of the medieval and early Renaissance.

The first authoritative overview of martial arts studies, written by pioneers of this dynamic and rapidly expanding new field
Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books offers insights into the cultural and historical transmission and practices of
martial arts, based on interdisciplinary research on the corpus of the Fight Books (Fechtbücher) in 14th- to 17th-century
Europe.
Ilaria Tuti's debut thriller explores a remote community in Northern Italy--a place of secrets, eerie folktales, and primal
instincts. In a quiet village surrounded by ancient woods and the imposing Italian Alps, a man is found naked with his
eyes gouged out. It is the first in a string of gruesome murders. Superintendent Teresa Battaglia, a detective with a
background in criminal profiling, is called to investigate. Battaglia is in her mid-sixties, her rank and expertise hard-won
from decades of battling for respect in a male-dominated Italian police force. While she's not sure she trusts the young
city inspector assigned to assist her, she sees right away that this is no ordinary case: buried deep in these mountains is
a dark history that may endanger a group of eight-year-old children toward whom the killer seems to gravitate. As Teresa
inches closer to the truth, she must also confront the possibility that her body and mind, worn down by age and illness,
may fail her before the chase is over.
George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire novels and HBO’s Game of Thrones series depict a medieval world at war.
But how accurate are they? The author, an historian and medieval martial arts expert, examines in detail how
authentically Martin’s fictional world reflects the arms and armor, fighting techniques and siege warfare of the Middle
Ages. Along the way, he explores the concept of “medievalism”—modern pop culture’s idea of the Middle Ages.
Fiore dei Liberi was a weapons-master from Italy who was active in the 14th and early 15th century. After fifty years of
training Italy's elite, he put his art to paper and created the Flower of Battle. The Flower of Battle covers the use of the
dagger, sword, spear, axe as well as fighting in armor, on horseback, and other odds and ends. MS M 383, owned by the
Morgan Library and Museum, differs from the other Italian versions by beginning with fighting on horseback and moving
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to foot combat with progressively smaller weapons. This edition includes high-resolution scans alongside a new
transcription and translation by Michael Chidester, who also wrote a codicological analysis and an overview of dueling at
the turn of the 15th century to help contextualize the treatise. An appendix includes a paper by Jay Leccese that analyzes
the artwork and explores artistic connections to others of Fiore's manuscripts.
Dating from the 1520's, Bolognese swordsmaster's Antonio Manciolino's Opera Nova is the earliest surviving printed
book on Italian martial arts. This seminal and eclectic Renaissance work contains clear and systematic instruction on the
use of the sword and small buckler, sword and large buckler, sword and targa, sword and dagger, sword and cape, two
swords, sword alone, and sword and rotella, plus a fascinating compendium on the use of polearms. Clearly and
elegantly written, Manciolino's text is one of the best and clearest presentations of the martial skills required of the ideal
Renaissance man. For the first time since its original publishing, this book has been translated into English by
experienced historical fencing instructor Tom Leoni. Also included is a valuable and extensive technical introduction,
complete with illustrations from both original sources and modern photographs, making it easy to follow Manciolino's
instructions, sword-in-hand, even by beginners, while providing years of training for veteran martial artists.
A facsimile of Il Fior di Battaglia, Getty ms Ludwig XV 13, written ca 1410
The term "e;medieval martial arts"e; conjures images of armour-clad knights wielding sword, lance and axe. While the image is correct, at the
foundation of knightly combat was a sophisticated form of close quarter combat, instantly recognizable to students of classical Asian arts
such as jujutsu or practitioners of modern, military combatives. At the heart of this system was fighting with - and against - the dagger, a
vicious weapon of both self-defense and last resort that was dangerous to those in and out of armour alike.In Mastering the Art of Arms,
Volume One: The Medieval Dagger, renowned instructor, author and researcher, Guy Windsor, presents a complete guide to the principles
and practice of Italian dagger combat. Drawing from Il Fior di Battaglia, a manuscript written in 1410, students are guided step-by-step
through the process of mastering this six hundred year old art, from choosing a dagger to striking with it; from guard positions to steps and
turns; from disarms to locks and takedowns; from safe falling practice to formal drills, and finally sparring, or free-play.Both a primer on the art
and a methodology for on-going training, this book will give the complete novice a solid starting point, while providing useful drills and ideas
for advanced martial artists.
Per chi si dedica allo studio dei metodi di combattimento del Medioevo e del Rinascimento occupa un posto d'onore un manoscritto italiano
che si pone come fondamento della storia del combattimento schermistico in Italia: il trattato del Magistro Fiore dei Liberi detto il Fior di
Battaglia. La trascrizione attenta e fedele della copia del Fior di Battaglia permette a tutti di avvicinarsi al trattato, per poter poi sviluppare il
proprio punto di vista in merito, ed eventualmente confrontarlo con l'altra copia già trascritta dall'autore, quella conservata al J.P.Getty
Museum di Los Angeles. Un passo in più verso la conoscenza della nostra Storia, i cui grandi eventi e personaggi famosi sono in realtà fatti
ciascuno della somma di tanti piccoli dettagli, l'approfondimento dei quali passa proprio per documenti come questo.
The 'Getty Manuscript' (Il Fior di Battaglia/The Flower of Battle) by the greatest fencing-master of the late 1300s, Fiore Furlan dei Liberi,
instructs the reader in the intricacies of combat. Lively illustrations of charging horses and armoured knights accompany the text; through
words and pictures, the manuscript teaches a variety of fighting techniques including single combat on foot with sword, dagger and axe, and
mounted combat in all its variations. Fiore's magnum opus, The Flower of Battle, composed in 1409, is one of the oldest, most extensive and
most clearly elucidated martial arts treatises from the medieval period. It is a record of a complete medieval martial tradition, and provides
unique insights into the life and milieu of the professional fighting man at the birth of the Italian Renaissance. Fiore preserved his teachings in
a series of illustrated manuscripts, four of which have survived to the present day. The first volume in this new four-part series (see SERIES
NOTE) presents a complete translation, transcription and reproduction of the largest and most complete of those four manuscripts. It includes
chapters on the life of Fiore dei Liberi, his students and patrons, arms and armour in the Getty Manuscript, duelling and chivalric culture in
Italy at the close of the 14th century, a detailed analysis of the manuscripts' use of pedagogy, number and metaphor and The Flower of
Battle's relationship to other medieval combat manuscripts. 190 illustrations, 90 in colour. SERIES NOTE: This is the first volume in a new
four-volume series from Freelance Academy Press. Flowers of Battle is a series of lavishly illustrated hardbacks, combining full-colour
facsimiles of the original manuscripts with professional, annotated translations and extensive, peer-reviewed essays. Vol. I: Historical Context
and the Getty Manuscript Vol. II: Florius de Luctandi Vol. III: Flos Duellatorum Vol. IV: A tradition with Deep Roots--The Morgan Ms, Later
Transmissions and General Concordance
“Guy has the rare talent of making this material accessible” -Neal Stephenson (from his Foreword to Swordfighting) “Guy Windsor's greatest
gift to WMA/HEMA is his marvellous ability to translate period language into a meaningful experience for modern WMA/HEMA practitioners
and he has once more shown his ability to do exactly that.” - Adam (review of Veni Vadi Vici) NOTE: THIS EDITION DOES NOT INCLUDE A
FACSIMILE OF THE MANUSCRIPT From the late fifteenth century comes a detailed manuscript on knightly combat, written by Philippo Vadi.
Dedicated to one of the most famous Italian condottiere of the age, Guidobaldo, Duke of Urbino, this book covers the theory of combat with
the longsword, as well as dozens of techniques of the sword, the spear, the pollax, and the dagger. The Art of Sword Fighting in Earnest
includes a detailed introduction, setting Vadi and his combat style in their historical context, a complete translation of the manuscript, and a
detailed commentary from the perspective of the practising martial artist. Please note it does not include a facsimile of the manuscript, but
that may be downloaded from a link provided in the text. This volume is the second edition of Dr. Windsor’s earlier work, Veni Vadi Vici,
updating the translation and the introduction. This is essential reading for any practitioner of knightly combat, academic historian, or
enthusiast for the quattrocento period of Italian history.
The "Gladiatoria" group of German fencing manuscripts are several editions of a treatise on armoured foot combat, specifically aimed at duel
fighting.Gloriously-illustrated, and replete with substantial commentary, these works are some of the greatest achievements in the corpus of
late medieval fight books. These works have both tremendous artistic merit and incalculable historical value.In this remarkable full colour
volume, authors Dierk Hagedorn and Bartomiej Walczak elegantly present their work on the copy of this treatise now in the Yale Center for
British Art, including a reproduction of the manuscript, a full transcription, and translations into English.The work includes a foreword by
Sydney Anglo which explains how the work shows a highly sophisticated pedagogical system of movement and applauds the editors for
presenting the material in a clear and practical way.Additional essays discuss other aspects of the manuscript - including a tale of Dierk
Hagedorn's adventures tracking down the manuscript.
"Benefit from the experience of one of the most accomplished experts in the field. A must-read for beginners and advanced practitioners
alike." - Roland Warzecha, DIMICATOR The warriors, knights and duellists of old depended on their skill at arms for their lives. You can learn
their techniques and tactics too. From renowned swordsman and teacher Guy Windsor comes an indispensable resource for anyone
interested in martial arts, swordsmanship, and history. Through this book Guy will teach you how to train your mind and body to become an
expert in historical martial arts. It includes the seven principles of mastery, considers the ethics of martial arts, and goes into detail about the
process of recreating historical martial arts from written sources. On the practical side, Guy explains how to develop your skills, and lays out
the path for students to become teachers, covering the basics of safe training, looking after your body, and even starting your own training
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group and teaching basic classes. An accessible, motivating read that includes many suggestions for further study, including courses, books
and other resources, this book sets out to answer every question about historical martial arts you may have. Note that this is not a training
manual for a specific style: it provides the foundations for every style. Your journey starts here. You decide where it ends.
This work, the first of a two-volume set, brings together essays of European and American scholars on the wider regional and topical aspects
of the Hundred Years War as well as articles that revisit questions posed and supposedly "solved" by traditional Hundred Years War
scholarship.
The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal has been published annually since 1974. It contains scholarly articles and shorter notes pertaining to
objects in the Museum’s seven curatorial departments: Antiquities, Manuscripts, Paintings, Drawings, Decorative Arts, Sculpture and Works
of Art, and Photographs. The Journal also contains an illustrated checklist of the Museum’s acquisitions for the previous year, a staff listing,
and a statement by the Museum’s Director outlining the year’s most important activities. Volume 19 of the J. Paul Getty Museum Journal
includes articles by Nicholas Penny, Ariane van Suchtelen, Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann and Virginia Roehrig Kaufmann, Frits Scholten,
David Harris Cohen, and Dawson W. Carr.
“Useful, helpful, absorbing, entertaining. Whether you are interested in weaponry or, like me, researching details for a novel, this is the book
for you.” - Helen Hollick Your search for a book that will feed your passion for and deepen your knowledge of swordsmanship ends here. Guy
Windsor’s Swordfighting offers insight into this magnificent historical European martial art: you will find answers to your burning questions
about swordsmanship, its theory and practice. This carefully crafted book provides essential information on diverse topics with piercing clarity.
“Whether you are a writer or game-maker seeking the kind of information I sought while writing The Baroque Cycle, or just a general reader
with an interest in the arts to which Guy Windsor has dedicated his career, you should find much that is rewarding in these pages.” - Neal
Stephenson, New York Times bestselling and multi-award-winning author Made up of a selection of Guy’s essays and articles, with a great
deal of brand new material, this engaging and revealing book makes this complex subject accessible, enabling you to deep-dive into — Benefits of training - Types of weapons - Sword fighting principles - Historical accuracy If you are an actor, writer or games designer creating
or writing fight scenes, this book provides cutting-edge research on our European martial arts heritage. You will also discover the dos and
don’ts of producing a stunningly realistic sword fight. Swordfighting is not a training manual. For technical instruction on specific
swordsmanship styles, pick up The Medieval Longsword and The Duellist's Companion.
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